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Executive Committee Minutes 

14 November 1995 

Members Present: B. Anemone, S. Bossung, C. Cusack, G. Drake, G. De Bolt, F. Fidura, K. Fletcher, K. Jones 
C. Leary, J. Reber, W. Spruill, E. Wallace (Chair), A. Whitehead. ' 

Excused: C. Dahl. 

CALL TO ORDER 
Senate Chair Wallace called the meeting to order at 12PM. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES (24 October 1995 Meeting (Bulletin, 158-63)) 
The minutes were approved unanimously. 

REPORTS 
Chair's Report 

I. Wallace reported that the results of the election are in and have been published in Bulletin #8 (p. 174). Wallace 
said he would keep the ballots on hand for at least the next week. 

2. With the huge amount of curriculum documents in the most recent Bulletin, Wallace asked if it was really 
necessary to publish all the forms, since UCC members already have these, and the cost of reproducing so many of 
them for the Bulletin is quite high. K. Jones ·wanted to know where the forms officially reside. Wallace said they do 
not reside in his office; he knew that UCC keeps some forms and that Laura Wrubel keeps certain forms in the 
Office of the Dean. According to F. Fidura, the forms are supposed to be in a repository in the Dean's Office. Ally 
actions such as amendments to those fonns (not necessarily minutes, but the forms themselves) and the 
consequences to those amendments should be documented. K Jones agreed that not all of this documentation has 
been there for a number of years, and said this brings up a larger issue of UCC's proper procedures: how and when 
documents should be released to UCC? 

J. Reber asked if anyone had checked with Greenfield about this matter. Fidura said Wrubel's copy of course 
proposal documentation should be the official copy. Jones stressed the need to put a method in place, and Wallace 
agreed that the matter needed attention. Judy Bushnell had recently told Wallace that she created the precedent of 
publishing all of these curricular items in the Bulletin, but she did not recommend continuing the practice-her 
Bulletin budget had run out from doing this. 

There was further discussion about where these forms should go. The curricular changes themselves should appear 
in the Bulletin, Wallace believed. Jones again called for creating a mechanism. In response, Fidura proposed a 
meeting with Jones, Fletcher, Wallace, Greenfield and himself, plus anyone else needed for the discussion. 

Reber wanted to know if an individual department could write a synopsis of changes for the Bulletin and send full 
changes to UCC. 

Spruill suggested the aforesaid meeting consider creating a complete archival library filed in the College Senate 
Archives in the Library, but Wallace said that Bushnell had discouraged such a plan. 

Fidura explained that the original forms submitted are kept temporarily in the Office of the Dean. The 
consequences of Senate's deliberations are used to update these fonns. On a long-term basis, the forms as amended 
by actions of Senate and approved by the President should also be there (but without the intermediate discussion). 
Perhaps these could be kept in loose-leaf binders. 

Jones wanted to know who keeps these fonns up to date, and Fidura said it was the UCC Chair's task 
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J. Reber thought this would be the Dean's job, but Fidura disagreed. The Dean is a member of Senate ex officio, but 
the Senate Executive Committee is ultimately responsible for what happens in Senate. The Chair of the Senate 
always sends the Provost a memo of actions taken to the President for approval. The last step would be one last 
check of forms and updating; such emendations could even be interlinear before all of this documentation goes to 
the Dean. 

Jones agreed that this responsibility should remain with Senate. It would be good to have a specially trained 
student scribe to assist. she suggested. 

Jones also recalled that before Provost Spencer's time, proposals were released to UCC after such issues as staffing 
were considered. Academic integrity was thought to be the faculty's province. The process had since changed, but 
Jones thought we should consider a return to the older system. 

Fidura said the Provost's office would certainly contact UCC if there was a serious problem about 
implementing/staffing a course. 

3. Wallace then discussed feedback for the Presidential Search Committee. The Committee has no fonns to fill out 
after we meet the candidates, according to Nancy Kleniewski, but is encouraged to get back to members of the 
Search Committee (especially faculty members of that Committee) with our written comments. G. De Bolt inquired 
if the comments must be written; Wallace believed it would be better to do so. Spruill urged Executive Committee 
members to send in comments soon, since the Search Committee would be meeting on Monday, 20 November. 

Wallace added a piece of information not indicated on the agenda: Jim Chen was asked to represent Geneseo at a 
Roundtable Discussion organized by Joe Morelle, Assembly Representative from Rochester. The meeting took 
place at MCC in Rochester and included Ed Sullivan, Chair of the Assembly Higher Education Committee. The 
discussion conflicted with the Senate Executive Committee's 11/14/95 meeting. Jim Chen agreed to represent the 
Geneseo College Senate at the meeting. 

3. Wallace reported conferring with Parliamentarian S. Edgar about the motion Tony Macula wished to make at 
the ll/14/95 Senate Meeting under New Business. Edgar explained that the motion did not have to be endorsed by 
the Executive Committee, but had to be considered by the Executive Committee, or one of the standing committees 
of the Senate, before it could be brought up as New Business. 

Clearly, procedurally, matters have to be considered by some committee before appearing before the whole Senate. 
R. Anemone asked whether these must be vetted by the Executive Committee or just brought up. Wallace said 
there may have been irregular precedents for New Business. C. Leary thought that the Committee should just 
affinn approval for Tony's new business. 

J. Reber hoped that anyone who wanted to bring new business before the Senate would at least infonn the Senate 
Chair in writing. Bossung encouraged bringing up business and full debate through established procedures. 

Anemone moved that we allow this to come up under new business on today's Senate agenda. the motion was 
seconded, and, without further discussion, unanimously approved. 

Spruill offered a point of information: last year the Parliamentarian did confirm that a person recognized by the 
Chair could bring up a motion · 

President's Report 
There was no report; C. Dahl was expected back in town for Senate this afternoon. Fidura said the President's 
comments might very well relate to A. Macula's motion. 

Provost's Report 
There was no report. The Provost entertained questions. 
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R. Anemone inquired about the progress with the insurance company on the issue of the Upper Quad. Fidura said 
the Vice President for Administration handles this. The College is very close to accepting South Hall. and there 
will be department moves shortly. 

There will be no Provost's Report this afternoon. 

Treasurer's Report 
C. Leary reported a balance of $-t 14 7 .84, thanks to the Senate Appeal so far. 

Unh·enity Senator's Report 
l. J. Reber shared a memo from Thomas Egan, Vice-Chair of the SUNY Board of Trustees to Board Chair Salerno 
Chair with a proposal for action: 

A. Consider giving local campuses more autonomy: campuses wouJd retain tuition and fees. 
B. Keep academic standards high. 
C. End Central Administration management of individual campuses. 
D. Determine a fixed amount of aid per full-time student on each campus. 
E. Use savings from these measures for financial aid. 

2. SUNY faculty responses to rethinking SUNY were summarized by University Senate President Vince Aceto and 
a group of Senators; each University Senate Committee received a copy. These responses \\ill be on file in the 
Library. 
3. Reber said that he has a directory of University Senator telephone numbers and E-mail addresses. 
4. Reber offered ten copies of the Faculty Senate Governance Handbook to anyone who \\ished it. 

Undergraduate Curriculum Committee Report 
K. Jones announced that UCC had a full agenda this afternoon. She announced that proposals for History and 
Theater relating to concentrations for elementary education majors would be \\ithdrawn. The History proposal 
should appear on 16 December. 

Jones wondered who owns these concentrations-individual departments or the School of Education? Mary Jensen 
said departments did. 

Wallace remembered revising the Math Concentration a few years ago according to state principles and then 
found out they'd abandoned them. De Bolt agreed that it was difficult to get straight answer from Albany. 

Jones also reported that the History Department felt it had given good evidence that their rC\ised programs would 
still allow the department to meet core course and general obligations to the college. Reber asked whether this 
mean that there was sufficient staffing, and Jones said yes. 

Wallace said that the History Department made the case that they can carry out their proposal \\ithout additional 
staffing; there is still concern that other departments may not be able to replicate this precedent. 

Policy Committee Report 
G. De Bolt had no report today. The Committee will meet at 3.30 to discuss an issue brought by the Dean's Office 
and will discuss this further after Thanksgiving: the nature of incompletes and how they are reported. 

Graduate Affairs Committee 
K. Fletcher had one question on today's Senate agenda. On p. 178 of the Bulletin, a Special Education course, 
Communication for Persons With Disabilities was listed with one undergraduate and one graduate number, but the 
page number for the graduate number did not include the ubiquitous Form Q. The Form Q for this course ap~ 
on p. 242; Fletcher wanted to know if he should give that page number today. Wallace advised just indicating this 
verbally. 

Fletcher also predicted an amendment from the floor on the guidelines for Graduate Comprehensive Exams. 
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Faculty Affairs Committee Report 

R. Anemo~c .reported. on last week's meeting. The Conunittec suffered a minor setback in plans to reanalyze SOFI 
forms, rcahzmg that 1t was hard to get all the desired information onto a page. So the Committee is stepping back 
and will try to analyze last year's data with class size, enrollment, etc. to sec if the data varv much from the earlier 
breakouts (categories) that were used. · 

Student Affairs Committee Report 
A. Whitehead added two items that did not get into the most recent meeting's minutes. 

I. The Committee briefly discussed student fatigue at this time of year compared to other parts of year. Was the 
result of Greek life or just of the normal workload? Julie White described support provided by the Health Center 
and the Counseling Office. Whitehead asked that if the Committee saw people who need help, refer them. Of 
course. she admitted it was too late to sign up for time management workshops. 

2. The Committee also discussed the excessively high price of CAS food on campus. Whitehead wanted to know if 
this was a matter for Student Affairs Committee or Central Council alone. The Committee had also wondered if 
there could be healthier food choices. De Bolt had heard many students asking for more ethnic foods, especially for 
freshmen. 

Wallace asked Whitehead to have her committee work with Central Council on this issue, and Central Council 
Vice..Chair C. Cusack agreed. 

Central Council 
C. Cusack said that the recent meeting of students with the Board of Trustees went well, but not many colleges 
were represented (oddly, the University Center at Albany sent no representative to this meeting held in their own 
city). Further, not manv of the Trustees attended. But there was much discussion. All four-year schools met 
together and carne up ~th predictions about proposals for restructuring; these turned out to be what the Trustees 
had predicted. Board of Trustees Vice-Chair Egan did not know that Geneseo was represented but, none the less. 
frequently stated how wonderful Geneseo was. He also thought differential tuition would be great for SUNY; the 
student representatives from Fanningdale and Buffalo State vigorously disagreed. 

Egan also believes Geneseo should be more expensive. Egan hoped that Geneseo would never lose its quality in 
favor of efficiency. 

Reber said the important point about differential tuition is that the money would stay local. 

Another matter: a Student Caucus met on 9 November. Paul Schacht had talked about Humanities, and the 
students understand the issue better now and are more in favor of the recent revisions. 

Student nominations for Who's Who are due next Monday in the Central Council office. 

Wallace said he'd received comments from students about Schacht's remark about paper flies and asked if Central 
Council had discussed this. Cusack said the Student Caucus had brought this up. The students were aware that 
paper files exist, but Schacht's remark had originally sounded to them as if re\isions were going through mainly 
because of paper files. This matter was cleared up in the Student Caucus's discussion. 

Vice-Chair's Report 
Vice-Chair Bossung reported that both subcommittees for Excellence awards are busily working on their charges. 

NEW BUSINESS 
Reber said we've heard a lot on campus about textbook titles being available. Should Senate pass a policy about 
what books are being used in courses? Should textbook titles be available prior to summer orientation or prior to 
the semester break at the end of December? Reber wanted to know if he could send a recommendation to De Bolt 
and the Policy Committee. 
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Wallace said a similar matter had been brought up in a meeting with Fidura and Greenfield. 

Whitehead said that her Committee had discussed this matter as well. The Committee had discussed whether 
teXtbook information could appear in the master schedule but then realized this requirement would be too far in 
advance. So the Committee asked vice-president Ristow about when faculty had to publish their syllabi. The 
precedent, he said, is the first day of class, but there is no actual policy about this. 

Bossung said the syllabi issue is a policy in the College's Policy and Procedures Manual, not simply a procedure. 

Fletcher said knowing the titles and editions of books are something that should be known before the semester 
starts. Anemone said that it is easy to get this information at the department level. Reber asked if we wanted to 
have a policy about this. De Bolt said he and Reber had discussed this on the phone. This matter came up in the 
Executive Committee in September, and Fidura had discussed this from the Provost's point of view. If title 
publication is mandated,. Fidura had asked, what happens when a professor docs not do this or changes the list? 
Fidura had not wanted an unenforceable policy. Reber pointed old testament that. of course, final exams and SOF!s 
arc required but not checked on. 

Anemone said this question rarely comes up and is an opportunity for a student to talk to reaJ life professor. 

Reber still thinks it would be useful for students to order books during sununer. De Bolt said his Committee will 
take up the matter eventually. 

OLD BUSINESS 
There was no old business. 

ADJOURNMENT 
Chair Wallace adjourned the meeting at 12.57 PM. 

Respcctfully submitted, 

Graham N Drake 
College Senate Secretary 
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CALL TO ORDER 

College Senate Minutes 
14 November 1995 

Chair Wallace called the meeting to order at 4.0 l PM. 

ADOPTION OF AGENDA 
Corrections: 

I. Page 175 of the Bulletin should not read " !Ill~ 85" but "ll/14/ 9 5. 
2. Page 176 should include after the revised course Comn 280 another course revision, SP&A 358, Speech 
Science. 
3. The revised course Eng! 254, Introduction to Shakespeare, appeared in the Bulletin on p. 183. 
4. The first reading of the Education Concentration in History, appearing on today's agenda on p. 176, was 
withdrawn for consideration at a later date. 
5. On p. 177, the revised program for the B.S. in Economics should actually be the B.A. in Economics. 
6. Also on p. 177, the first reading of the School of Perfonning Arts' Education concentration in Theater was 
withdrawn for later consideration. 

M. Stolee (History) explained that copies of the documentation on the revisions of the History minor had been left 
out of the Senate Bulletin even though the revision itself appeared on today's agenda. Those interested in seeing 
this documentation could obtain copies from Stolee and from Undergraduate Curriculwn Committee. 

A motion was made to adopt the agenda as corrected. The motion was seconded and approved unanimously. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING (10/24/95--1995-96 Bulletin #7, pages. 164-72) 
The minutes were seconded and approved 
unanimously without corrections. 

SENATE REPORTS 

President's Report 
C. Dahl reported on his trip to a conference with the SUNY Presidents and the SUNY Board of Trustees. 

Governor Pataki had been asked to speak at the conference but was unavailable. Senator Bruno and Assemblyman 
Silver spoke instead. The Chair of the Assembly Committee on Higher Education, Ed Sullivan, added his remarks 
to the conference. 

Sullivan expressed support for SUNY and CUNY. He argued that SUNY not accept cuts, and that, rather than 
lowering enrollments, raise them. He suggested that SUNY deal with campus closings by putting new programs at 
unpopular campuses. Improvement comes from admitting new students, Sullivan argued; out of every 100 students, 
4-5 will challenge those already there and raise the quality of the student body in general. Sullivan did not, 
however, show how to allocate limited funds between competing goods. He ended with a ringing defense of the 
liberal arts, in fact comparing Geneseo to Williams College. 

Bruno was less exuberant. He said both houses of the Legislature want a document on program duplication, 
administration efficiency, etc. If SUNY speaks with a single voice, he will be willing to accept a large amount of 
guidance from SUNY. Further, Bruno is not opposed to the flexibility and autonomy of campuses. But he plaved 
higher education funding off welfare and Medicare. Democrats want restoration of these programs, and this ieaves 
less money for higher education. Bruno also told the story of his own experience in higher education. which led 
him to be concerned about access. 
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Silver spoke last, arguing that SUNY has established a standard of excellence and also that access is important. 
Silver noted that his own brother had attended CUNY. Silver felt that the state could not afford to compromise this 
tremendous asset. SUNY is not only excellent; it also plays a key role in the economy of the state. Silver called for 
working with business to argue for SUNY as an essential economic tool for the 21st centwy 

Dahl then reported on the meeting of the SUNY Board of Trustees. Dahl began \\ith a general observation: the old 
and new Trustees have different opinions, and even the new Trustees' opinions vary. Thus, the Trustees had plenty 
to debate and discuss. Trustees Waxman and De Russy made some interesting comments at the morning session 
which were later debated by Trustees Gardner and Chu. By the end of this Round Table Session. Dahl was 
concerned about the ability of the Trustees to move politically. 

The meeting included an official action and extended discussion. 

The action was to pass a budget resolution (at the October meeting, the Trustees had voted 9-7 not to send a 
budget up) apprO\·ing the Governor's Budget Office proposal of budget plus 1% for inflation. This is not really a 
large amount. since this will doubtless be a starting point for making reductions. 

The Trustees then said they would be willing to "cost out" efficiency savings sometime dwing the 30-day comment 
period--a possible bargaining chip for reduction negotiations. 

Dahl had worried all along that Geneseo might end up on the wrong end of every alternatiYe, say, \\ith the worse 
version of restructuring plus large budget cuts--$130 million system-\\ide, perhaps. 

The Trustees did agree upon five key flexibility options (without finalizing these; there is dispute about their 
implementation) to make the system more efficient. 

l. SUNY hospitals must become public benefit corporations to make enough money 
2. Differential tuition was approved in theory in several possible ways: 

A. Differential by sector-in other words, the categories of graduate centers, colleges, agriculture and 
technology schools, community colleges, etc. would have different tuition standards. 
B. Differential by sector, but allowing local campuses to add or subtract \\ithin a certain average and keep 
some of the money. 
C Utterly free market tuition, detennined locally. 
This measure would allow for some adjustments by campus, so that if there is something special that 
Geneseo is doing, the College could support it. This would allow the Trustees rather than the State 
Legislature to set and adjust tuition rationally over time. 

3. Carrying over funds from one category to another. For example, right now, it is hard to move dormitory revenue 
to tuition accounts. Flexibility legislation would make this possible. 
4. Administrative efficiency. Some savings would include eliminating a third of the 750 positions at SUNY . 
Central. Such efficiencies will depend on legislation that makes SUNY less a state agency and more of a pubhc 
corporation, a state-related non-profit organization. 
5. Both Houses of the State Legislature and the Governor have mandated responses on teaching producthity, and 
Board of Trustees Chairman Salerno said SUNY must have some kind of answers about teaching producti\ity 
compared to other systems to fend off people who might attack us. The SUNY Presidents arc very concerned about 
initiatives in this area, and they asked acting Provost Weber to go back to the drawing board to eliminate some 
pitfalls. These have to do with public perception and publicity about what it is exactly that public educators do. 

These will be the five items appearing in the I December Report, probably without specific initiatives yet. 

Strategically, the SUNY system seems to be in the following position in the budget process: 

I. They refused to submit budget with cuts in it. 
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2. If forced to make cuts by the governor's office. they will respond, in the 1 December Report. that we have 
squeezed as much money as we can from the budget and can squeeze no more. This strategy may get everyone on 
board to say that we can only do so much to SUNY. But this move has its risks. 
3. They have indi~t~~ that ~ll ~e possible savings from administrative efficiencies depend on passing the 
autonomy and fleXIbility legtslauon to get SUNY out from Wlder the thumb of governor and State Legislature. 
4. SUNY will advocate for restoration of funds. 

The President was pleased that the Trustees were able to come up with unified agreement and \\ith a more general 
approach than expected for the l December report. 

Tony Macula commented that his initial response to the idea of adjustments was a bad one. This idea seemed to 
allow the Governor and the Legislature to abandon SUNY and make campuses sink or swim. 

Dahl said dispute exists \\ithin SUNY about differential support; this is a complicated issue. Certain safety net 
provisions are needed. SUNY should not allow large institutions to suck up all students in a region; there should be 
enrollment controls; there should be some kind of funding formula; but we should be rewarded for our efficiency 
and get control over our tuition dollars. 

Alissa Morris (Student Senator) asked if there had been any talk about differentiation of campuses. Dahl replied 
that there would be talk about program duplication--changes in this area do not require legislation. There will be 
questions raised about fine arts programs and masters and Ph. D. programs. 

On the one hand, there are efforts to look at duplication of programs. .On the other hand, autonomy at the campus 
level may help to fend off zealous efforts at program duplication removal. 

W. Gohlrnann (History) wanted to know if Dahl had the sense that the Legislature was willing to give up 
micromanagement of SUNY. Dahl said that Bruno had open mind about this. In any case, SUNY needs unified 
front on economy issues even though they can cut both ways. 

The advantage of the 1 December report date is that this is what both Houses of Legislature asked for originally. 

A. Macula asked if the SUNY presidents were unified on the autonomy issue. Dahl responded that a wide range of 
actual opinions, but there is general unity about autonomy. There are some differences about retention of tuition. 
etc. University centers have different ideas from four-year colleges. 

D. Jones (School of Education) wanted to know about an unclear item in the newspaper about funding large 
numbers of students in community colleges. Dahl explained that there had been a proposal to restrict remedial 
work to two-year colleges, not four-year colleges. President Messner of Orange County Community College had 
stated that the Community Colleges were specialty colleges in this area. Dahl affirmed the importance of the 
Community Colleges and their unique mission. Geneseo, he noted, has excellent articulation processes with some 
of these institutions, such as the link between the Nassau County Community College Honors Program and 
Geneseo's Honors Program. 

Provost's Report 
No report. 

Chair's Report 
Chair Wallace referred the Senate to the results of last week's election printed on p. 17~ of the Bulletin. 

Treasurer's Report 
C. Leary reported that the balance now stands at $4147.84 and includes recent receipts in response to the annual 
Senate Appeal. 
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University Faculty Senator's Report 
J. Reber said that in October the Senate sent in a faculty response to the Rethinking SUNY document. Responses 
were put into summary fonn and are on reserve in the Library. 

Reber also offered extra copies of the Faculty Senators' Governance Handbook. 

Central Council Report 
C. Cusack announced that applications for Who's Who were due in the Student Association office by Mondav 20 
November. . ' 

Senate Chair Wallace corrected today's agenda (Bulletin, 174), since Central Council Chair C. Silverman had been 
listed incorrectly as giving today's report. 

UCC Report 
In response to what M. Stolee brought up earlier about History Department proposals, K. Jones reported that she 
and Wallace have tried to cull documents that support curricular proposals and find a more expedient way to 
distribute this documentation. 

UCC moved second and first readings of a number of proposals. [Secretary's note: "a number of proposals" is an 
example of what people in the Secretary's trade call "litotes."] 

Second readings: 

UCC moved the second reading for the revised Writing course Writing 101, English Language and Culture 
(Bulletin, 133). The motion was seconded and carried unanimously. 

UCC moved the second reading of the following revised programs: 
B.S. in Biochemistry (Bulletin, 134). 
B.S. in Medical Technology (Bulletin, 138). 
B.A. in Sociology (Bulletin, 142). (Includes new course: Social 375, Senior Seminar: Social Inquiry 
(Bulletin, 148). 

The motion was seconded. No discussion ensued. The motion was approved unanimously. 

UCC moved the second reading of the revision of the Hwnanities Core Course, Humn 220/221 (Bulletin, 5~-61). 

The motion was seconded. S. Edgar (Philosophy, Parliamentarian) recommended that once again the proposal be 
considered in its two parts (as found on p. 57): 

l. That the course name be changed to Western Hwnanities I and II. 
2. That the Senate approve the proposed changes to required reading lists. 

There was no discussion on {l). The motion carried unanimously. Nor did the Senate discuss (2). The motion 
carried by a majority, with a handful of dissenting votes. 

UCC moved the second reading of the new courses in Art History, ArtH 171, Introduction to the History of . 
Western Art: Prehistoric Through Gothic (Bulletin, 150) and ArtH 172, Introduction to the History of Western Art. 
Renaissance Through Contemporary Art (Bulletin, 153). 

The motion was seconded, and carried unanimously. 

First Readings: 
UCC moved the first reading of the new course Anth 227, Migrations: Individual Journeys and Global Trends 

(Bulletin, 188). 

Having been seconded without subsequent discussion, the motion was approved unanimously. 
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UCC moved the first reading of consideration of ArnSt 201 , Topics in American Studies: (subtitle) for Critical 
Reasoning core (Bulletin, 189). 

The motion was seconded. There was no discussion, and the motion was approved unanimously. 

UCC moved the first reading for the following Chemistry programs and courses: 
Re\ised Programs: 

B.S. Sec. Certain. (7-12) in Chemistry and General Science (Bulletin, 191). 
B.S. (ACS Certified) (Bulletin, 193). 
B.S. (ACS Certified, Biochemistry Option) (Bulletin, 195). 
B.A. in Chemistry (Bulletin, 197). 

These revised programs were moved together, seconded, and approved unanimously. 

New Courses: 
Chern 385, Biochemistry Seminar (Bulletin, 199). 
Chern 329. Topics in Physical Chemistry (Bulletin, 200). 

Deletions: 
Chern 312, Synthetic Organic Chemistry (Bulletin, 201 ). 
Chern 314, Laboratory Techniques in Organic Chemistry II (Bulletin, 201). 
Chern 328, Introduction to Quantum Chemistry (Bulletin, 20 1). 
Chern 350, Senior Research (Bulletin, 250). 

Revised Courses: 
Chern 330, Inorganic Chemistry I (Bulletin, 202). 
Chern 338, Inorganic Chemistry II (Bulletin, 202). 
Chern 341, Modem Analytical Methods (Bulletin, 202). 
Chern 361, Advanced Laboratory I (Bulletin, 202). 
Chern 362, Advanced Laboratory II (Bulletin, 202). 
Chern 318, Advanced Organic Chemistry (Bulletin, 203). 

A motion to approve the above course changes was seconded and approved unanimously 'Without discussion . 

. 
UCC moved the first reading of the new Computer Science course Csci 219, Object-Oriented Design and 

Programming (Bulletin, 204). 

This motion was seconded and approv~ unanimously 'Without discussion. 

UCC moved the first reading of the revised Communications course Comn 280, Electronic Media Practicum: Radio 
Performance (Bulletin, 205). The motion was seconded and approved unanimously without discussion. 

UCC moved the first reading of the revised Communicative Disorders and Sciences course SP&A 358, Speech 
Science (Bulletin, 206). The motion was seconded. There was no discussion. The motion carried 
tmanimously. 

UCC moved the first reading of the revised English course Engl254, Introduction to Shakespeare (Bulletin, 183). 
The motion was seconded; no discussion followed. The motion carried unanimously. 

UCC moved the moved the first reading of the new Geological Sciences course Gsci 191, Introduction to Geology 
at Geneseo (Bulletin, 207). The motion was seconded. No discussion followed. The motion was approved 
unanimously. 

U~c moved the first reading of the follo-wing 
Fftstory proposals: 
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KeVIsel.l programs: 
B.A. in History (Bulletin, 209). 
History Minor. 
Modern European Studies Minor. 

(Note: the Education Concentration in History [Bulletin, 213] was deleted from the agenda and will be discussed at 
a later date.) 

New courses: 
Hist IO.f, The Underground Tradition (Bulletin, 215). 
Hist 220, Interpretations in History: (subtitle) (Bulletin, 214). 
Hist 221, Research in History: (subtitle) (Bulletin, 216). 
Hist 250, Work and Workers in Modern America (Bulletin, 216). 
Hist 252, African-American History Since Reconstruction (Bulletin, 217). 
Hist 365, US Cultural and Intellectual History (Bulletin, 217). 
Hist 367, Making oflndustrial America (Bulletin, 218). 
Hist 396, Senior Essay (Bulletin, 218). 

Revised courses: 
Hist 204, US Since 1945 (Bulletin, 219). 
Hist 263, Civil war and Reconstruction (Bulletin, 220). 
Hist 344, Twentieth Century Germany (Bulletin, 220). 
Hist 391, Senior Seminar (Bulletin, 221). 
Hist 205, End of the European Era (Bulletin, 222). 
Hist 368, Making of Modem America, 1918-1945 (Bulletin, 222). 
All 300-level courses. 

Deletions: 
Hist 231, English History Since 1688 (Bulletin, 223). 
Hist 253, Diplomatic History of the US (Bulletin, 223). 
Hist 346, Modern France, 1815-Present (Bulletin, 223). 
Hist 368, History of the State of New York (Bulletin, 223). 
Hist 358, American Constitutional History (Bulletin, 223). 

The motion was seconded. There was no discussion. The motion was passed unanimously. 

UCC moved the following first readings for the 
School of Business Proposals: 
Revised Programs: 

B.S. in Accounting (Bulletin, 224-27). 
B.A. in Economics (Bulletin, 232-34). 
B.S. in Management (Bulletin, 228-31). 
Minor in Business Studies (Bulletin, 235-37). 

Re,ised Courses: 
Mgmt 300, Organizational Behavior (Bulletin, 238). 
Mgmt 33 I, Marketing (Bulletin, 238). 
Mgmt 102, Introduction to Business (Bulletin, 238). 
Econ!Mgmt 261, Legal Environment of the Economy (Bulletin, 238). 
Econ!Mgmt 322, Managerial Economics (Bulletin, 239). 
Econ!Mgmt 325, Money and Financial Intermediation (Bulletin, 239). 
Econ 330, Governmental Finance (Bulletin, 239). 
Econ 364, International Economics (Bulletin, 239). 
Econ 376, Labor Economics (Bulletin, 239). 
Econ 202, Business and Economic Statistics (Bulletin, 239). 

Deletions: 
Acct. 100, Introduction to Accounting (Bulletin, 239). 
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Econ 100, Introduction to Economics (Bulletin, 239). 
Mgmt 200, Introduction to Finance (Bulletin. 239). 

The motion was seconded. With no discussion, the motion carried unanimously. 

UCC moved the first reading of the following proposals from the 
School of Education: 
Program Re\ision: 

Human Development Concentration (Bulletin, 240-t I). 

Re,ised Courses: 
Sped 335, Introduction to the Education of Individuals with Severe Disabilities (Bulletin, 242). 
Sped 365, Communication for Persons with Disabilities (Bulletin, 242). 

New Courses: 
INfO 112, 212, American Sign Language I, II (Bulletin, 24345). 

After this motion was seconded, R Anemone (Anthropology) asked on behalf of his department what the net effect 
of the number of seats in the Human Development courses and minor is estimated to be. His department is 
concerned that courses for this department are only taught when there is sufficient demand. Would there be enough 
300-level seats in these courses? 

T. Greenfield (Dean of the College) believed that the spirit of the proposal (to say nothing of the good will of the 
Chairs whose departments teach courses for the Human Development program), as well as the regular rotation in 
which these courses have appeared thus far will go a long way towards helping the problem. The numbers for the 
Human Development minor have held steady but above what the College can provide. So these courses have 
reduced the problem considerably. Greenfield supported this proposal as a direct and a highly constructive solution. 

Fidura added that the catch phrase "when demand is sufficient" includes demand external to a major. 

With no further discussion, the motion was carried unanimously. 

UCC moved the following first readings from the 
School of Performing Arts: 
Re\ised Programs: 

B.A. in Theater (major and minor) (Bulletin, 248-5-f ). 
New Courses: 

Thea 303, Acting III: Contemporary Styles (Bulletin, 256). 
Thea 304, Acting IV: Period Styles: (subtitle) (Bulletin, 259). 
Thea 393, Honors Project in Theater (Bulletin, 261). 
Thea 305, Topics in Theater History (Bulletin, 265}. 

Re\ised Course: 
Theater 250, Creative Dynamics (Bulletin, ??) 

Deletions: 
Thea 110, Oral Interpretation I (Bulletin, 269). 
Thea 301, Contemporary European Theater (Bulletin. 269). 
Thea 302, Asian Theater (Bulletin, 269). 
Thea 310, Readers' Theater (Bulletin, 269). 
Thea 312, Oral Interpretation of Dramatic Literature: (subtitle) (Bulletin, 269). 
Thea 328, Children's Theater (Bulletin, 269) . . 

The motion was seconded. With no discussion, the motion was approved unanimously. 
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Jones concluded by saying that the Undergraduate Curriculwn Committee would not meet next week but would 
meet again on 28 November at 4PM in Sturges 111 . 

Faculty Affairs Committee Report 
R. Anemone reported that the Committee has been discussing a revised format for the analysis of SOFI 
data. The minutes of the most recent meeting of the Committee arc in the Bulletin on p. 179. 

Policy Committee Report 
No report. 

Student Affairs Committee Report 
A. Whitehead called attention to the minutes of the Committee 's most recent meeting on pages 179-80 of the 
Bulletin. 

Whitehead said that the Committee had discussed the high level of fatigue among the student body at this point in 
the semester. Julie White informed the Committee about educational opportunities the Health Center offers on time 
management and dealing with stress, and also reminded the Committee about the services of the Counseling 
Center. Whitehead urged faculty and students to refer students who appear to be having problems to the Health 
Center or Counseling. 

On 28 November, the Committee will meet at 4PM in Wadsworth 20-l. Dean Greenfield will discuss the 
registration and drop-add processes. Whitehead invited comments or questions about these processes to be directed 
to Committee members. 

Graduate Affair.~ Committee Report 
K. Fletcher made motions for the moved the following first readings on behalf of the Graduate Affairs Committee: 

New Courses 
Communicative Disorders and Sciences 

SP&A 527, Dysphagia (Bulletin, 274). 
SP&A 581, Clinical Practicum in Audiology (Bulletin. 276). 
SP&A 582, Clinical Practicum in Speech-Language Assessment (Bulletin. 278). 
SP&A 583, Clinical Practicum in Speech-Language Pathology (Bulletin. 280). 

Revised Courses 
Special Education 

Sped 365/475, Communication for Persons with Disabilities (Bulletin, 272). (A portion of Form Qisonp. 
242; Wallace explained that the documentation was in two places because the course had been proposed 
both to the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and to the Graduate Affairs Committee. ) 

Revised Program 
M.A. in Speech Pathology (Bulletin, 283). 

All three of the above motions were seconded and passed unanimously \vithout discussion. 

Fletcher then moved a Guidelines/Policy Revision related to Policies and Guidelines for Graduate Comprehensive 
Examinations (Bulletin. 286). 

D. Jones (School of Education) offered an amendment to the proposal as it appeared on page 286 of the Bulletin. 

Section 3.d.2, second paragraph. and Section 4, first paragraph, should replace the phrase "within thirty days• 11ith 
"within six weeks." 
The motion to amend was seconded. 
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D. Jones' rationale was that, since one of the two times the comprehensive exam is offered occurs in August. it is 
often difficult to secure faculty to read the exams within a thirty day period. S. Bailey (Office of the Dean) inquired 
about this number in relation to the original proposal, and Tom Greenfield did not think there would be problem 
with this. explaining that his office had originally suggested thirty days as a general guideline; he supported 
accommodating faculty needs in this matter. 

The motion carried unanimously. 

Fletcher also announced that the Graduate Affairs Committee would meet next on 28 November at 4PM in Greene 
234. 

OLD BUSINESS 
There was no old business. 

NEW BUSINESS 
With the approval of the Senate Executive Committee, A. Macula (Mathematics) proposed the following 
resolution: 

I. The College Senate of SUNY Geneseo urges the Governor, the SUNY Chancellor, and the SUNY Trustees to 
participate in an open and significant dialogue with concerned citizens about the issues which ,,;n impact the long 
term plan for the future [of) SUNY. 

2. The College Senate of SUNY Geneseo urges the Governor, the State Legislature, the SUNY Chancellor, and the 
SUNY Trustees to pledge not to cut SUNY's current State support until a complete, sufficiently debated and long 
term plan for SUNY has been finalized. 

3. The College Senate of SUNY Geneseo directs the Secretary to send announcements of 1 and 2 to the Governor, 
SUNY Chancdlor, Chair of the SUNY Trustees, New York State Senate Majority Leader, New York State 
Assembly Speaker, New York Times, Democrat and Chronicle, Times-Union, and to Douglas A. Lippincott in our 
local press release office. 

S. Edgar (Philosophy, College Senate Parliamentarian) wa~ concerned that the second paragraph could read as 
endorsing cuts once the debate had ended. 

Macula felt that the motion was necessary because the rethinking process was moving too quickly, and furthermore 
that common sense dictated that a plan be in place before the state made budget decisions on SUNY. Macula 
agreed to adding the words "State Legislature after "SUNY Trustees" in paragraph one, and to changing paragraph 
two to read as follow: 

The College Senate of SUNY Geneseo urges the Governor, the State Legislature, the SUNY Chancellor, and the 
SUNY Board of Trustees to pledge not to change SUNY's current State support without a complete, sufficiently 
debated and long-term plan for SUNY. 

Fidura reminded the Senate that faculty views had already gone to the Trustees when the Board had solicited 
comments through Faculty Senate last month. 

Dahl wanted to know whether the comprehensive plan would be distinct from the 1 December report. The 1 
December report itself is turning into a reply to the legislature rather than a comprehensive plan; moreover, the 
Mission and Vision Committee had not reported at the recent Trustees meeting. It would be important not to 
COnfuse the 1 December report with a comprehensive plan. 

~acula asked that the Senate vote to accept the resolution in spirit and allow the Executive Commitlee to modify it 
m any way they saw fit. 
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The motion was seconded and accepted unanimously by the Senate. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Chair Wallace adjourned the meeting at 5:20PM. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Graham N Drake 
College Senate Secretary 
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